Educators’ Report
Assessment of Noah Text® by Orton Gillingham- and Wilson-trained Teachers
The following data was compiled by Rhode Island Tutorial and Educational Services to assess
how Noah Text® was received by trained structured literacy specialists and how they rate its
efficacy. This report summarizes the experience of Orton Gillingham- and Wilson-trained
teachers from Connecticut and Rhode Island, based on their use of Noah Text® with 19
students, ages 12 through adult.
For more information and testimonials from educators, see www.noahtext.com.
Teachers’ responses to a questionnaire were as follows:
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Scale: 5 denotes highest level of motivation and least resistant; 1 means most resistant and
least motivated.
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Scale: 5 means the student learned very quickly; 1 means not quickly.
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Note: The chapter books mentioned above were modified in Noah Text and made available to
students, enabling them in some cases to read a chapter book for the first time. The Franklin
Noah Peterson books are available as a trilogy.

Educators’ Comments:
“MM was a reluctant reader. Using the Noah text gave her confidence to attempt reading. She
was happy to read a chapter book.”
“BS was very resistant to reading aloud. As time went on and he became more accurate, he
wanted to monopolize all the reading in class!”
“Nancy is very motivated to improve her reading skills. She would be proud to be able to read
novels. So she does excellently with the Noah text; it’s her favorite part of our lessons.”
“JH’s confidence grew and was willing to read anything aloud in class.”
“This was the first trilogy the student ever read.”
“PR was excited to read every day in class!”
“The student commented that he found Noah Text helpful. It made it easier for him to sound
out the individual syllables.”
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“Student said Noah Text allowed him to see the story in his head like a movie, which made
reading enjoyable. It also helped him see patterns in plain text as he visualized Noah Text in
words that he struggled with; thus, he used it as a strategy to decode (a carry-over effect).”
“KD would beg to read Franklin Peterson as soon as she entered the classroom.”
“Student said reading with Noah Text was less tiring and wished every book was in Noah Text.”
“NT scaffolds reading accuracy for this student. He frequently self-corrected based on NT!”
“AP was so enthusiastic about the trilogy that she wrote to the author, Mrs. Blodgett, and
encouraged her to write a fourth book.”
“MS enjoyed the Noah Franklin Peterson books so much, she wanted to continue reading other
books.”
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